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Methodology of Formation of Competences and Learning Outcomes and Assessment 

1. Grounds (sources) 

1. Tuning Educational Structures in Europe, Universities’ Contribution to the Bologna Process. 

2. Declan Kennedy. Writing and Using Learning Outcomes: a Practical Guide. 

3. Guidelines on Learning Outcomes; University of Hertfordshire; Centre for the Enhancement of Learning and Teaching; Academic Quality Office.  

4. Current Georgian Legislation and Regulations in the Sphere of Higher Education.    

2. Graduates Competencies and Labor Market 

A model of the graduate’s competences is an agreement between a customer (employers, students and etc.) and an educational institution (an 
educational program builder and an educational service supplier) concerning the objectives of the educational program and outcomes (a graduate’s 
competencies) planned by acquiring this program. It can be said that the formation of competences is a means of a dialogue between BNTU (as a 
supplier of an educational product) and an employer (as a customer of this educational product). Competence is a category, which is clear to the 
employer and characterizing the capability of professional activities of the program graduate in a real working area. A labor market is not interested 
in what the student was doing in the learning-teaching period, the answer to the following question is more important for it: what kind of 
competences the graduate is possessing and what he/she is capable of after completing studies and getting a proper academic degree and 
qualification.  The graduate must possess professional (sectoral), as well as general competences, because the present conditions on the labor 
market require training of such a specialist, which will have as professional knowledge and skills, as well as skills of: adapting and acting relevantly in 
stressful and different situations, working individually and in  team, mastering of novelty and improving the gained competences, identifying and 
analyzing a problem and substantiating the conclusion, using informative-communicative technologies, conducting effective communication  and 
other skills.   
 

Objective of assessment of the level of graduates’ competence 

 
Assessment of the level of students training   

Taking administrative decisions 
 

    

BNTU- monitoring of the formation 
process of students’ competences,  
assessment of effectiveness of 
educational activities of  BNTU 

BNTU – revealing factors, affecting on the 
effectiveness of the educational process, 
taking administrative decisions for the 
purpose of increasing the training level of the 
graduates.  

  

Employer – defining a factual level of 
competences of the graduates, as of 
potential employees  

Employee -  taking a decision in relation to  
choosing  a person for the purpose of 
employing among the BNTU graduates, who 
has acceptable competences  

  

Student – defining a factual level of 
training and in this sense evaluating real 
possibilities of his/her employment 

Student – taking a decision on improving the 
own training level  

3. Competence 

One of the objectives of the Tuning Project (hereinafter referred as – Tuning) is to create mechanisms of working out and realizing such educational 
projects, which on the one hand will provide for demands of a student and the labor market, on the other hand will be recognized by different 
national educational systems and at the same time will allow educational institutions to maintain their specifics. Educational programs worked out 
by the methodology of Tuning are oriented on formation and development of general (universal) and special (sectoral) competences. Such 
programs are facilitating to establish a balance between learning outcomes and work load of a student, necessary for reaching these outcomes. The 
central aspect of the Tuning methodology is a design stage of educational programs, oriented on providing for a high grade and demands from the 
users. Badly planned programs have a negative influence on the graduates’ training level, requiring inadequately long time for learning the 
program.   
Competence is a combination of components, such as knowledge and its usage, skills, responsibility and relativities.  Competence is a human’s 
personal property, an individual’s potential capability and readiness to deal with different problems encountered in the activity period.  
Actualization of competence takes place as a result of activities and accumulation of experience, which a student is acquiring in the process of 
learning of individual components of the program, as well as the whole educational program.  
Competences are divided into sectoral competences (sectoral knowledge, identification of a problem, solution of tasks of various complexity, using 
specific methods and technologies and others) and transfer competences (self-organization, self-education, working in team and individually, 
information/data analysis, recognition of cause-effect relationships, communication and relationship ethics, tolerant attitude to social, cultural and 
personal differences and others). Transfer competences are formed by means of general, as well as specialty components of the program.   
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In most cases competence is not formed within any concrete component – competences are achieved in parallel and jointly by means of all forms of 
student’s activities (course of study/group of courses of study, practice, research and other type of work, individual work).  Therefore learning of a 
program component must be achieved by this component, but the combination of all the components of the program - the competences planned 
by the program or the graduate’s competences represent a result of acquiring the whole educational program. An important component of 
designing of an educational program is planning of learning-teaching results for each component of the program that is done after defining of 
general (universal) and special (sectoral) competences.    

4. Results of Studies  

International tendencies existed in the educational sphere require transferring from lecturer-oriented teaching to student-oriented teaching. A 
model of student-oriented teaching is focused on capabilities of the students as a result of learning of the program component and the whole 
program.  
Learning outcomes are connected with a goal of learning-teaching. The goal of the educational program is a wide and general formulation of those 
significant aspects, on which a concentrated educational program is created. The goal of the program component is formulation of those concrete 
aspects, which includes the program component, i.e. the goal of the educational program is a general description, while the goal of the program 
component is concrete information about what is planned to be achieved as a result of learning the program component.  
Learning result is a combination of knowledge gained as a result of completing learning and skills, which a student must possess and be able to 
demonstrate. Learning outcomes is a written description of the student’s knowledge, skills and capabilities, achieved after completing a concrete 
stage of learning-teaching successfully. Under a teaching stage can be meant the whole educational program, as well as a program component or a 
certain part of the program component. Learning outcomes are measurable constituents of competence. Achievement of the planned competences 
is confirmed by learning outcomes.   

5. Interconnection of Competences and Learning Outcomes 

For formation of a concrete competence it is necessary to achieve certain learning outcomes in several components of the program. 
Interconnection between competences and learning outcomes can be expressed schematically by the following formula:  

C   <=>   ( R1  ˄  R2  ˄  R3  ˄ … ˄  Rn ) 

Where: C (Competence) – competence to be achieved; Ri (result, learning outcome) – outcomes of learning of different components of the program 
(i = 1, 2, … , n); „˄“ – means a logical operation, a language equivalent is connection “and”.  

6. Bloom’s Taxonomy  

According to Bloom’s approach there are three spheres of learning – cognitive, affective and psychomotor. Bloom stated that each sphere is 
characterized with ascending complexity and worked out classification (taxonomy), which provides a structure, in which basing on the already 
received results it is possible to develop more complex levels of thinking. According to Bloom’s taxonomy a cognitive sphere can be organized as a 
6-level hierarchical structure:  

6. Estimation      

5. Synthesis     

4. Analysis    

3. Usage   

2.Understanding 

(conceptualizing) 

 

1. Knowledge 

In the hierarchy of Bloom’s taxonomy each subsequent level is connected with achievements of the previous levels. According to Bloom teaching 
must be aimed at achieving synthesis and assessment levels. Bloom’s taxonomy is often used for description of learning results. The list of verbs 
offered by Bloom was sparse and afterwards it was filled by different authors, though it is not exhaustive yet. Considering that learning outcomes 
show what the student will be able to do after completing the learning process, all verbs are action verbs  (active verbs). In case of using this system 
each outcome of learning is started with a verb (with the exception of a case, when it is impossible because of the peculiarities of Georgian 
language).  

7. Interconnection of Assessment and Learning Outcomes 

7.1. Assessment Goal 
The goal of assessment is to define qualitatively the achievement level planned by the student and state its appropriateness with a describer of the 
proper level of the national qualifications framework, to sectoral characteristics (if any),  goals of the concrete educational program (hereinafter 
Program) and results defined in the Program.  

7.2. Main Principles of Estimation 

 Publicity (information about methods, forms and criteria of assessment must be accessible for all interested persons, the student must know 
when and how his/her achievements will be estimated);  

 Transparency (information about the system, criteria, methods and periodicity (terms) of assessment must be full, exhaustive and easily 
cognizable for interested persons); 

 Systematicity (assessment during the whole learning process); 

 Equality (all the students must be in equal conditions and have equal opportunities for revealing knowledge and skills);  

 Fairness (assessment of each student must be done by the unified system using only the previously stated and public criteria). 

7.3. Assessment types 

Formative (developing) assessment 
Formative (developing) assessment is characterized as an “assessment for teaching”. In formative assessment is meant activity carried out by a 
lecturer and a student in the process of learning-teaching, which is giving the opportunity of getting the information necessary for feedback 
between them, i.e. formative assessment is an information source of the students’ academic achievements, which is used in the process of learning-
teaching by both of them (a lecturer and a student). The formative assessment, as a rule, is carried out at the beginning of learning of a program 
component. By means of feedback the formative assessment might assist in refining the learning process and improving students’ academic 
achievements (Black and Williams.1998). The main features of the formative assessment are the following: 

 Identification of learning outcomes and criteria of achieving them by the lecturer and the students;  
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 Effective and timely provision of a clear and exhaustive feedback; 

 Active involvement of students in the learning-teaching process; 

 Effective communication between a lecturer and students;  

 The lecturer’s response on students’ needs 
An example of the formative assessment might be the student’s involvement in discussion, in discussing a case, when the feedback with the lecturer 
(for example, in kind of notes and recommendations) might help the student in grounding his/her own opinion, refining his/her skills. The formative 
assessment is not given in points. So the formative assessment is a part of the teaching process and not a process of assessing of learning outcomes 
in points.  

Summarizing (Definitive) Assessment  

Summarizing assessment is a kind of assessment, which is summarizing the student’s activities at a concrete stage of teaching. The summarizing 
assessment implies a level of the student’s achievements at the end of any stage of learning of the program component as well as the whole 
program component. The summarizing assessment is given in points implying the degree (level) of the work performed by the student. So the 
summarizing assessment is a part of teaching, which implies assessments of learning outcomes by means of points.  

Continuous Assessment 

Continuous assessment is a combination of summarizing and formative assessments.  

 

7.4. Assessment System 

1. Main Principles of the Assessment System 

 Validity (appraisal object must be adequate to the stated goal of teaching);  

 Reliability (for the purpose of assessing the achievements usage of relevant indicators and criteria);  

 Objectivity (getting objective and reliable information as a result of assessment); 

 Systematicity (logical periodicity of assessments and observing a level of achieving the learning outcome); 

 By means of descriptors to connect learning outcomes (in points) with competences. 

 

2. Assessment System 

 In the learning-teaching process not competences but their corresponding learning outcomes are directly checked up. Learning outcomes belong to 
the assessable (measurable) category: learning outcomes of the program component are checked up by means of the assessment system (interim, 
terminative forms, assessment components, methods and etc.). Assessment means (components of interim and terminative assessment forms, 
methods, criteria) are set by a conductor of the program component (hereinafter – a lecturer) considering the specifics of the program component. 
For assessment of all learning outcomes one method of assessment might not be enough and it becomes necessary to use several methods at the 
same time. The combination of assessment forms, components, methods and criteria represents the assessment system.  
a) In a learning component of the program (curriculum, practice) assessment includes interim (current assessments, interim test and/or others) and 
terminative form:  

 Interim assessment includes – interim (current) assessments, the goal of which is systematic/staging assessment of the student’s achievement 
during the learning period of the program component; interim test (in case of the curriculum) – assessment of  the student’s achievements 
after completion of a concrete stage of teaching; 

 Terminative assessment –it is an assessment of outcomes achieved by learning of the whole program component, which is carried out by a 
complex examination, report/work/project defense or others.  

b) The assessment of the acquiring level of a scientific-research component of the program only includes a terminative assessment form.  

3. Assessment Criteria and Indicators  
Learning outcomes are assessed by the score system. Learning outcomes are making up a minimal standard (basic level of knowledge and skills), 

which is necessary to overcome სa teaching stage (for achieving the planned results). On a higher level the student’s achievements are assessed by 
means of assessment criteria. The assessment criteria define the demands, which must be satisfied by a student in order to get this or that 
assessment. It allows differentiating student’s achievements. The assessment criteria are necessary, because the assessment in points does not give 
the student information about strong and weak aspects to be improved.   
1. The outcomes level achieved at the concrete stage of learning of the program component in BNTU is assessed in the following way: 

 The student showed the best and successful result (maximally possible point), e.g. shows the perfect and systematic knowledge of the learned 
material; operates with theoretical knowledge freely; uses the terminology perfectly and correctly; uses theoretical knowledge in practice; 
discusses and elucidates an issue, judges logically  and reasonably; interprets and analyzes the information; gives and substantiates  
conclusions; does practical assignments correctly, independently and timely; independently searches for the relevant information, generalizes 
and concretizes  results; in case of incomplete information identifies a problem, estimates it and prognosticates results and chooses an 
effective method for its solution and/or others).   

 The student has knowledge and skills at the level, which allows him/her to improve learning outcomes by means of working independently 
(minimal possible point), for example, shows the knowledge of the material, but makes some unessential inaccuracies, which he/she corrects 
easily after giving him/her an additional question;  gives the information independently, however has difficulty in answering some modified 
questions; uses terminology, though incompletely;  explains the information but in some cases has difficulty in conveying   the meaning 
exhaustively `and in a structured manner; does a practical assignment, but needs some additional explanations or a little more time (no more 
than 20% of the time appointed for performance of the assignment) or made an unessential inaccuracy; recognizes cause-effect relationships, 
though has difficulty in analyzing them; identifies a concrete problem, though only chooses and uses a standard method to solve it and/or 
others);   

 The student possesses knowledge and skills on a base level, which is necessary for confirming the achievement of a certain learning outcome, is 
enough for continuing learning and gives the opportunity to improve the outcomes by means of additional working with the lecturer and 
independently (e.g. the student is confirmed to have the knowledge of the basic material ; answers concrete questions, is able to perform a 
practical assignment provided being given some instruction and/or additional time (no more than 25% of the appointed time); delivers and 
explains concrete information and/or others).  

 Insufficient level – (0 point) – here is meant a case, when a student fails to reveal knowledge and skills, which are necessary for confirming the 
achievement of a certain learning outcome (for example, the knowledge of the teaching material is fragmentary and unsystematic, mistakes are 
essential, in performing of practical assignments principal /essential mistakes are made, failed to perform the assignment in the additional time 
and/others).  
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2. In Georgia the overall program component is assessed by a current 100-point system, which considers 05 positive (A - E) and 02 negative (Fx - F) 

assessments: 

 

A current 100-point system of 

assessment in Georgia BNTU explanation  
Assessment Points 

Excellent 100-91 A 

The best knowledge and skills (for example, perfect and systematic knowledge of  the subject and 
comprehensive understanding (conscious awareness); a skill of critical analysis of the material; a 
special skill of original, creative and logical thinking; sequential, substantiated discourse; a skill of 
structuring, analyzing, synthesizing of the information, integrating the ideas;     information, a 
remarkable skill of delivering opinions freely, logically and reasonably and / or others) 

Very good 81-90 B 

A very high level of knowledge and skills (for example, perfect knowledge and the best judgment 
of the subject; a skill of explaining and critical evaluation of the material; a very good skill of 
original, creative and/or logical thinking; a skill of structuring, organizing, analyzing, synthesizing of 
the information, integrating the ideas;     information, a very good skill of delivering opinions freely, 
logically and reasonably and / or others) 

Good 71-80 C 

A high level of knowledge and skills (for example, knowledge of the subject, understanding issues 
well; good knowledge of literature, proper methods and techniques; a good skill of original, 
creative and/or logical thinking; a skill of structuring, organizing and analyzing of the information; a 
skill of discussing the material critically and constructively and formulating substantiated opinion 
and/or others) 

Satisfactory 61-70 D 

A satisfactory level of knowledge and skills (for example, knowledge of basic components/aspects 
of the material on the acceptable level; understanding of the main part of the issues; general 
knowledge of literature; a skill of searching for ways of solving the problems of medium difficulty 
and solving them by standard methods; a skill of analyzing the concrete information and / or 
others)  

Sufficient 51-60 E 

Basically an acceptable level of knowledge and skills (for example, knowledge of main aspects of 
the material on the acceptable level; understanding of important aspects of the learned material; 
knowledge of the main part of literature; individual evidences confirming a skill of analyzing; a skill 
of solving simple problems; and/or others) 

Unable to pass 41-50 Fx 

A partly insufficient level of knowledge and skills (for example, knowledge of a small part of the 
main aspects of the material; in many cases irrelevant explanation of the material; an incomplete 
and unsubstantiated answer with essential mistakes; evidences confirming a skill of analyzing, 
fragmentary and unsystematic knowledge of the insignificant part of literature, lack of evidences 
confirming a skill of analyzing; to some extent a sufficient skill of solving simple problems  and/or 
others). In such a case it is admitted that the student has to work more and: a) in case of the 
learning component of the program (curriculum, practice) the student is given the opportunity to 
be examined at the additional exam once, b) in case of the scientific-research component the 
student is given the opportunity to represent the revised work during the next term.  

Failed 0-40 F 

A completely insufficient level of knowledge and skills (for example, there is not confirmed 
knowledge even of a very small part of the material; the material is not interpreted or is 
interpreted quite irrelevantly or comprises lots of essential and principal mistakes; a skill of 
analyzing is not revealed; knowledge even of a small part of literature is not confirmed; a skill of 
solving simple problems is not confirmed and / or others).  In such a case it is admitted that the 
work performed by the student is not enough and she/he a) has to learn the program component 
(curriculum, practice) again, b) in case  of the scientific-research component the student does not 
have the right to represent the same thesis for a Master’s degree.  

 
 
 
3. The assessment system of the program component (forms, components, methods, criteria, points and others) are indicated in the syllabus of the 
program component.  

 

7.5. Checking Facilities (methods) of the Student’s Knowledge, Skills  

1. Checking is an important structural component of the teaching process. For this purpose there are used different components/methods of 
assessment. To the checking facilities belong the following, for example: 
Oral questioning – it is a dialogue between a lecturer and a student, the purpose of which is to state a level of acquisition of the learning material by 
the student and individual capabilities of the student. The essence of this method is that the student answers the lecturer’s question. As the oral 
questioning is checking of the student’s knowledge in a question-answer mode, it might be conducted in the form of interactive question-answer, 
discourse on the matter, discussion or conversation. During oral questioning a lecturer is dividing the learned material into separate parts and is 
putting relevant questions. At the same time the students might be asked to deliver this or that learned material fully in order to state the strength 
and depth of the students’ knowledge, to check their skill of understanding and delivering the material logically. Oral questioning might be used in 
combination with written questioning. Also in case of the curriculum of the corresponding specifics oral questioning might be in combination with 
solution of problems/sums, compiling of drawings/schemes/tables, when not only theoretical knowledge, but practical skills are also checked. The 
method of oral questioning has its shortcomings. It is quite a laborious method, which allows checking of about 4-5 students’ knowledge during one 
academic hour. Therefore in practice there are used various modifications of oral questioning, such as interactive, frontal, compacted questioning 
forms. The essence of frontal questioning is that a lecturer is dividing the learned material into comparatively small-sized matters in order to have 
the opportunity of asking as many students as possible. In case of this method it is hard to assess the student’s knowledge objectively, as each 
student has only to answer one or two concrete questions that exclude the possibility of stating the volume of the material learned by the student 
and the knowledge level. The modification of oral questioning is a case, when a point is ascribed to a student for the knowledge revealed during the 
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whole studying process: for example, a student is able to extend, correct the answers of those students, who are questioned orally, also when a 
student can give examples, discourse on the matter. In this case the lecturer can assess those students, which were not directly taking part in oral 
questioning. Such a form of oral questioning favors   motivation, activity and involvement of the students in the learning process. The essence of the 
compacted questioning is that a lecturer calls one student for the purpose of oral questioning, but asks 3-4 students to answer in a written form the 
questions, preliminarily written on separate sheets of paper. Such form of questioning is called “compacted”, as the lecturer instead of listening 
answers checks and assesses written answers. In case of answering questions by all the students in the written form the compacted oral 
questioning is turned into the written questioning, when students are given questions and/or assignments (problems, sums), preliminarily prepared 
by the lecturer and the students are giving written answers during the appointed time. After checking these answers the lecturer assesses the 
student’s work with points. Written questioning allows the lecturer to assess all the students during one lecture.   
Written questioning  - An effective method of checking of students’ knowledge and skills is a combined written questioning. The essence of this 
method is that after having learned individual topics a combined assessment is carried out by means of written questioning and performing 
practical/theoretical assignments. In this case it is necessary to satisfy several main didactic demands: 1) written questioning is reasonable to be 
carried out, when a lecturer is sure that the planned material is acquired by the students; otherwise written questioning must be  postponed  and 
work on the learned material must be resumed; 2) before carrying out written questioning it is necessary to inform the students in advance  (1- 2 
weeks before questioning) and to conduct the appropriate training work – e.g. it is useful to work on problems/sums typical to this or that matter; 
to give the students such assignments, which require observations and creative approach; 3) the contents of written questioning must comprise the 
main statutes and key questions of the learned material; 4) assignments must be done by the students independently (without giving instructions, 
assistance); for this purpose several versions should be used; 5) it is inadmissible to conduct two or more written questionings in the same week.  
Homework – this method gives the lecturer information on the student’s attitude to learning, level of acquiring the material, skill of working 
independently and etc. Homework is submitted by the student in the appointed time/term (preliminarily agreed). The discussion of the homework 
can be done by means of oral questioning or discussing shortcomings / mistakes.  
Interim test (or colloquium) – it is a means of interim checking of knowledge, skills and abilities, which is carried out after completion of the first 
term and comprises all the material learned before the test.   
Test – is an instrument, by means of which a level of achievement of the demanded knowledge and skills is ascertained. Compilation of the test 
comprises a system of questions, a test procedure and means of measuring of the received results.  
Laboratory/practical work – is checked a student’s skill of using the gained knowledge in order to conduct analysis, experiment with further 
calculations and making conclusions, there is also checked a skill of performing a concrete laboratory/practical work.  
Theoretical/practical work – it is the work performed by the students independently in the appointed term (under the lecturer’s guidance); 
Theoretical assignments - it is the student’s independent activities, in which he/she realizes his/her personal potential, confirms a skill of 
establishing a thought logically and reasonably and others.  
Presentation – it is submission of the theoretical/practical work performed by the student using slides and special effects.  
Business game – it is a means of checking of a skill of decision- making and carrying out actions in the simulated problem situation.  
Case task- it is a problem assignment, in which a student is offered to comprehend a real profession-oriented situation needed for solving this 
problem. The student independently formulates a goal, find, collects information, analyzes the goal, proposes hypotheses, is searching for versions 
for solution of the problem, formulates conclusions and substantiates the optimal way/method of solving the situation.   
Discussion – it is a kind of conversation between one and more persons, the goal of which is to define the existed knowledge and skills.  
Report – a result of the student’s independent work, which is a pubic representation of the work performed by the student.  
Abridgement - a result of the student’s independent work, which is briefed information in a written form about the essence of a research subject, 
student’s insights and the work performed by the student.  
Essay – it is a means, by which can be assessed the student’s ability to convey the essence of the existed problem, to analyze the problem 
independently, to make conclusions and others. 
Portfolio – it gives the possibility of assessing the students’ ability of developing knowledge independently, orienting in the information space, and 
defining the level of analytical, practical and creative thinking of the students. It can be done individually, as well as by a students’ group .  
 
2. Assessment methods are chosen by the author of the program (syllabus) considering the specifics of the program component. 

8. Steps of Planning, Refining and Assessing of the Learning Outcomes 

 Defining goals and tasks of the program components 

  

 Writing learning outcomes by using standard instructions 

  

 Working out the learning-teaching strategy, giving the possibility of achieving learning outcomes  

  

 Planning of assessment methods for checking the achievement of learning outcomes 

  

 Basing on the feedback the necessity of modifying the contents of the program component and assessment 

 


